Researching Illustrated Talks

Works Cited (bibliography of your sources)
- MLA style example to the right
- Follows very specific rules!
- Alphabetical order in addition to the formatting shown here
- Use EasyBib and create an account while at school and create a project.

NOTE: Google and Wikipedia are great starting points for your research, but finding your information in published sources is your best bet for research that requires documentation

Google ...OR other web search engines

There is a lot of info out there—some may not be reliable. Finding published information through the databases listed on our library website or using credible news website is best. If this isn’t feasible, check the credibility of the site on Wikipedia can be a great starting point, but it does not have a great reputation in the research world due to it being a “social” encyclopedia. You should be able to find the same information elsewhere if it is accurate!

BOTTOM LINE: Do NOT cite Wikipedia as one of your sources!!!!!!
Using Destiny
- Search for books available in the HHS Library
- Linked through HHS website

Online Databases

1. You have the option to create an account and save your

   search results.

2. Select "Keyword/Natural Language" for better results.

Browse all topics easily

MLA Citation is provided for you at the bottom of the article.
Copy and paste into Easy Bib. Autocite won’t work

To bring the SIRS citation into EasyBib, click here:

On the next screen you will paste your citation and add it to your bibliography.